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Preface 

With the proclamation of the Constitution of Nepal on 20th September 

2015, federalism with three tiers of governance has been institutionalized in 

Nepal. In order to make the administrative structure of the Election Commission 

of Nepal compatible with new constitutional provision, technical committee led 

by joint-secretary Mr. Bir Bahadur Rai was formed on 8th Asoj, 2072. Likewise, 

the Commission decided to carry out some study visits to the countries such as 

India, Pakistan, Indonesia and South Africa where they have had knowledge 

and long stood experience of conducting elections of federal structure for a long 

time. As per this, team coordinated by Joint-secretary Mr. Bir Bahadur Rai 

along with Under-secretary Mr. Chandra Bahadur Shiwakoti, Section officer 

Mr. Rajendra Prasad Kadel and Legal officer Mr. Arun Kumar Jha have 

recently visited South Africa from 9-15 February, 2016. 

The main objective of this study visit was to study and share experiences 

on organizational structure, electoral system, management of elections in 

different tiers and make recommendations to the Commission as per the 

conclusion derived from the visit. 

In course of the visit the team made serious interactions with the Commission 

members of Electoral Commission of South Africa, Chief Electoral Officer and 

other senior officials. Apart from this, the team engaged on discussions and 

interactions with IEC officials on various thematic issues like Constitution and 

Legal Framework of the Commission; Administrative Structure with Human 

Resource and Financial Management; IT in Election Management; Electoral 

Operations and Outreach and Communications, and shared experiences each 

other.  

Similarly, the team visited 1/1 Provincial and Municipal Electoral office 

during their stay and interacted with them as well. While visiting PEO of 

Gauteng and MEO of Tshwane, the team had interaction and sharing of 

experiences on several electoral issues such as organization structure and 

staffing, voter registration, voter education and outreach, logistics management, 

election operation mechanism, political party management and so on. 

This report has been developed on the basis on the study and observation 

made by the team during their visit in South Africa. This short but 

comprehensive report portrays the overview of South African administrative 

structure and election management system. The report begins with background, 

significance and objectives of the study. After it, it has discussed about the 

organizational structure and legal framework of IEC. Then, it talks about 



 

election management under which election date & election period, electoral 

system, voter registration & NID, voting & counting, logistics, voter education 

and outreach, party registration and party funding, use of IT in election 

management and gender in elections theme-wise. Lastly, it discusses about 

findings and recommendations that could be useful while restructuring the 

Commission and accomplishing constitutional mandate. 

We are indebted to the Honôble Chief Election Commissioner Dr. 

Ayodhee Prasad Yadav, Honôble Election Commissioner Ms. Ila Sharma 

and Secretary Mr. Sharada Prasad Trital for nomination and managing to 

send there. Likewise, our sincere thanks goes to UNDP/ESP who provided 

technical assistance for the visit. 

Similarly, the team would like to express its sincere thanks and gratitude 

to IEC and for their warm hospitality and cooperation extended during visit 

despite their busy schedule. The team specially likes to remember the names 

Mr. Terry Tselane, Vice-chairman, Mr. Mosotho Moepya, Chief Electoral 

Officer, and other senior officials Ms. Fiona Rowley-Withey, Mr. Libisi 

Maphanga, Shameme Manjoo, Mr. Kelembe Mlungisi and others for their 

due attention, cooperation, comprehensive presentation and friendliness. At the 

same time, the team is equally grateful to Masego Sheburi, Provincial 

Electoral Officer of Gauteng and his entire team as well as Municipal 

Electoral Officer of Tshwane and his staff for their lively discussion and 

sharing of experiences with warm hospitality. 

In the same way, the team is very much grateful to H.E. Amrit Rai, 

Nepalese Ambassador to Republic of South Africa, Mr. Bishnu Prasad 

Gautam, Deputy Chief of Mission and the entire Embassy family for their 

cooperation and warm hospitality and reception extended during stay there that 

helped to make this visit memorable. 

 

Thank you. 

 

Mr. Bir Bahadur Rai 

Mr. Chandra Bahadur Shiwakoti 

Mr. Rajendra Prasad Kadel 

Mr. Arun Kumar Jha 

March, 2016 
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Study Visit to South Africa, 9-15 February, 2016 

1. Background 

After the proclamation of Constitution of Nepal on 20 September, 2015, Nepal has 

been a federal state. The constitution of Nepal provisioned three tiers of governance in 

terms of cooperation. As per the new constitutional provision, it was essential to 

restructure the Election Commission of Nepal in the changed context and set up its 

institutions in the Center, Province and Local level. For institutionalizing federalism 

and relocating current human and financial resources in different levels of governance 

and functionalize the institutional activities, a Technical Committee with five 

members headed by Joint-secretary Mr. Bir Bahadur Rai has been formed in the 

Commission on Asoj 8, 2072 B.S. This committee is working for restructuring the 

organization structure of the Commission compatible with new constitutional 

provision allocating powers and duties accordingly.  

At the same time, in course of accomplishing constitutional mandate and restructuring 

the organization, on 18th Asoj, 2072, the Commission decided to carry out study visits 

to some countries like India, Pakistan, Indonesia and South Africa where they have 

had knowledge and experience of conducting elections in similar type of state 

structure for a long time. As per this decision, visit to Pakistan led by Honôble Chief 

Election Commissioner (a.i.) Dr. Ayodhee Prasad Yadav, India by Joint-secretary Mr. 

Surya Prasad Sharma and Indonesia by Joint-secretary Mr. Mani Ram Ojha has 

already been complete and they have submitted their report as well. In continuation of 

this, visit to South Africa was made led by Joint-secretary Mr. Bir Bahadur Rai 

along with Mr. Chandra Bahadur Shiwakoti (Under-secretary), Mr. Rajendra 

Prasad Kadel (Section-officer) and Mr. Arun Kumar Jha (Legal-officer) from 9-

15 February, 2016.  

1.1 Significance of the Study 

1) Study organizational structure, electoral system and election management of 

South Africa. 

2) Make recommendations to the Commission as per the study and observation 

made. 

 

1.2 Objectives of the Study 

a. To study about the federal structure and legal framework in South Africa 

b. To learn about the power and duties allocated to different tiers of the 

organization 

c. To share experiences on voter registration, voter education, electoral system, 

electoral process and use of IT in election management 

d. To study about the gender and inclusion policies in the elections 
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2. Area of Study 

1. Organizational Structure 

1.1 Introduction  

Independent Electoral Commission (IEC) is a constitutional institution established to 

promote and safeguard representative democracy in South Africa. The Electoral 

Commission is publicly funded and accountable to Parliament, yet independent of 

government. Its core function is the impartial management of free and fair elections in 

all spheres of government.  

A temporary Electoral Commission was created in 1993 to manage the first non-racial 

election of the national and provincial legislatures, which was held on 26ï29 April 

1994. The permanent Electoral Commission was established on 17 October 1996, and 

has since managed general (national and provincial) elections 

in 1999, 2004, 2009 and 2014 and local (municipal) elections in 2000, 2006 and 2011.  

 

a) The constitutional mandate of the Electoral Commission:  

a. Manage elections of national, provincial and municipal legislative bodies in 

accordance with national legislation;  

b. Ensure that those elections are free and fair; and  

c. Declare the results of those elections within a period that must be prescribed by 

national legislation and that is as short as reasonably possible.  

b) Major duties and functions of the Commission:  

a. Compile and maintain a votersô roll by means of a system of registering 

eligible voters by utilizing data available from government sources and 

information furnished by voters;  

b. Compile and maintain a register of parties;  

c. Undertake and promote research into electoral matters;  

d. Develop and promote the development of electoral expertise and technology in 

all spheres of government;  

e. Continuously review electoral legislation and proposed electoral legislation, 

and make recommendations in connection therewith;  

f. Promote voter education;  

g. Declare the results of elections for national, provincial and municipal 

legislative bodies within seven days after such elections;  

h. Appoint appropriate public administrators in any sphere of government to 

conduct elections when necessary.  

The Commission manages national, Provincial and municipal elections. It makes sure 

these elections are trust worthy and free and fair through the participation of citizen, 

political parties and civil society. The Electoral Commission is accountable to the 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/South_African_general_election,_1994
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/South_African_general_election,_1994
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/South_African_general_election,_1999
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/South_African_general_election,_2004
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/South_African_general_election,_2009
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/South_African_general_election,_2014
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/South_African_municipal_election,_2000
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/South_African_municipal_election,_2006
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/South_African_municipal_election,_2011
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National Assembly and must report on its activities and the performance of its 

functions to the Assembly at least once a year. 

Among other things, the maintenance of the national common votersô roll and the 

requirements for registration as a voter is a key function of the Commission. It 

furthermore provides for the administration of elections, election timetables, 

procedures for voting, counting and determining results, the accreditation of 

observers, and voter education. Regulations have been published in terms of the 

Electoral Act.  The Municipal Electoral Act (Act 24 of 2000) deals with the specific 

nature of local government elections. It provides for the administration of candidate 

nominations and all other related voting and counting issues. As in the case of the 

Electoral Act, appropriate regulations have been published in support of the provisions 

of this Act. The Municipal Structures Act (Act 117 of 1998) provides for the 

establishment, management and functions of the various municipalities, as well as an 

electoral system and seat calculation formulae (the conversion of votes into seats). 

This legislation is required to conclude the results process for the election of 

municipal councils. 

The Electoral Commission undertakes its work independently within the Republic of 

South Africa, but is often called upon to assist in South Africaôs international relations 

and to undertake electoral assistance in other countries. This happens at the behest of 

the Department of International Relations and Cooperation. Requisite funding for this 

activity is obtained from the government of the Republic of South Africa. The 

Commission has a quasi judicial function as well. 

1.2 Commission Formation 

Commissioners are appointed through a public process for a seven year term unless he 

or she resigns or dies at an earlier date and can be re-appointed for one additional 

term. The process culminates in their appointments by the president of the Republic of 

South Africa. The Commission consists of five members, one of whom must be a 

judge. Only African citizen are eligible for appointments and must not have a high 

party political profile. Nominated candidates are recommended by the National 

Assembly, Composed of all parties represented in the National Assembly.  A list of 

recommended candidates is submitted to the committee/ panel, which is composed as 

follows:  

a. The President of the Constitutional Court, as the chairperson;  

b. representative of the Human Rights Commission as provided for in the 

Constitution;  

c. representative of the Commission on Gender Equality as provided for in the 

Constitution; and  

d. The Public Protector established by section 110 (1) of the Constitution.  
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The panel shall submit a list of no fewer than eight recommended candidates to the 

committee of the National Assembly. The panel can act in accordance with the 

principles of transparency and openness and make its recommendations with due 

regard to a person's suitability, qualifications and experience. If a person having any 

reason not be available to serve on the panel, the chairperson after consultation with 

the remaining members of the panel can designate any other person as a member of 

the panel. The decision of the Commission is made in majority. 

The President assigns a chairperson and vice-chairperson from among the members of 

the Commission. The conditions of service, remuneration, allowances and other 

benefits of commissioners are determined by the President after consultation with the 

Commission on Remuneration of Representatives established on the basis of the 

Commission on the Remuneration of Representatives Act, 1994 (Act 37 of 1994), and 

a distinction may be made between commissioners appointed in a full-time and part-

time in terms of capacity.  A commissioner may only be removed from office by the 

President on the grounds of misconduct, incapacity or incompetence; after a finding to 

that effect by a committee of the National Assembly upon the recommendation of the 

Electoral Court; and the adoption by a majority of the members of that Assembly of a 

resolution, calling for that commissioner's removal from office; be suspended from 

office by the President at any time after the start of the proceedings of the committee. 

1.3 Objectives of IEC  

The objective of the Commission is to strengthen constitutional democracy and 

promote democratic electoral processes. The duties and functions of the Electoral 

Commission further defined in section 5 of the Electoral Commission Act, 1996, are: 

a) Manage any election;  

b) Ensure that any election is free and fair;  

c) Promote conditions conducive to free and fair elections;  

d) Promote knowledge of sound and democratic electoral processes;  

e) Compile and maintain a votersô roll by means of a system of registering 

eligible voters by utilizing data available from government sources and 

information furnished by voters;  

f) Compile and maintain a register of parties;  

g) Establish and maintain liaison and co-operation with parties;  

h) Undertake and promote research into electoral matters;  

i) Develop and promote the development of electoral expertise and technology in 

all spheres of government;  

j) Continuously review electoral legislation and proposed electoral legislation, 

and to make recommendations in connection therewith;  

k) Promote voter education;  
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l) Promote co-operation with and between persons, institutions, governments and 

administrations for the achievement of its objects;  

m) Declare the results of elections for national, provincial and municipal 

legislative bodies within seven days after such elections;  

n) Adjudicate disputes which may arise from the organisation, administration or 

conducting of elections and which are of an administrative nature; and  

o) Appoint appropriate public administrations in any sphere of government to 

conduct elections when necessary. 

 

Vision  

To be a pre-eminent leader in electoral democracy.  

 

Mission  

The Electoral Commission is an independent constitutional body which manages free 

and fair elections of legislative bodies and institutions through the participation of 

citizens, political parties and civil society in deepening electoral democracy.  

 

Vision 2018  

The Electoral Commission views its mandate to the electorate in a very responsible 

and serious light, hence the introduction of Vision 2018. This document reaffirms the 

Vision: ñTo be a pre-eminent leader in electoral democracyò. It further articulates the 

strategic priorities of the Commission which should be attained by the year 2018.  

The five strategic priorities encapsulated in Vision 2018   

i. Achieving pre-eminence in the area of managing elections and referenda.  

ii.  Strengthening electoral democracy.  

iii.  Strengthening a cooperative relationship with political parties.  

iv. Strengthening institutional excellence and professionalism at all levels of the 

organisation.  

v. Strengthening institutional governance. 

1.4 Administration Structure and Staffing 

As soon as possible, after the composition of the Commission and whenever necessary 

thereafter, the Commission appoints a suitably qualified and experienced person as 

chief electoral officer. The chief electoral officer is the head of the administration of 

the Commission; is the accounting officer of the Commission for the purposes of the 

Exchequer Act, 1975 (Act 66 of 1975), and keeps necessary accounting and other 

related records; and exercises all such powers and shall perform all such duties and 

functions as may be entrusted or assigned to him or her by the Commission or any 

other law. Whenever the chief electoral officer is for any reason absent or unable to 

perform his or her functions, or whenever a vacancy in the office of chief electoral 
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officer occurs, the Commission may designate a member of its staff to act in that 

capacity until the chief electoral officer resumes his or her functions, or a chief 

electoral officer is appointed. The chief electoral officer in consultation with the 

Commission appoints other officers and employees of the Commission as he or she 

may consider necessary to enable the Commission to exercise its powers and to 

perform its duties and functions effectively. The conditions of service, remuneration, 

allowances, subsidies and other benefits of the chief electoral officer, an acting chief 

electoral officer and the other administrative staff of the Commission is prescribed by 

the Commission, notwithstanding the provisions of the Government Employees 

Pension Law, 1996. The CEO submits monthly reports to the commission.  

The Electoral Commission employs over 1000 full-time employees, who are 

responsible for managing and implementing the day-to-day functions and 

responsibilities of the institution, including operations before, during and after each 

election. During registration and Election Day operations, however, the Commissionôs 

workforce needs to expand dramatically to ensure efficient and accessible registration 

and voting processes. To do this, the Commission recruits approximately 220000 

temporary electoral staffs. Although these officials only come in for short periods, the 

outcome of the Commissionôs processes and the election itself depends on their 

performance, and each election official requires specialized training in advance of 

election events to ensure that voters are served effectively, votes are counted 

accurately and transparently, and that elections meet acceptable international best 

practice standards. 

The structure of the Commission is of unitary type and most of the functions are 

carried out by the center and certain power/authority is given to province and 

municipal offices. Key activities like Recruitment of staff, Procurement, Finance & 

Auditing is completed at the centre. 

The Commission has got 1031 permanent staff for different positions from national 

office to municipal offices. There are three Deputy Chief Electoral officers leading 

three different divisions namely, Corporate Services, Electoral Operations and 

Outreach. Under them, there are other senior managers/officers and other supporting 

staff. The required number of staff is recruited by the Commission itself and they all 

are contracted out with Terms of Reference (ToR). If their performance is satisfactory, 

they can work for the Commission by the age of 65. 
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The organogram of the Electoral Commission 

 

Province 

There is one Provincial Electoral Officer for each provincial office of the Electoral 

Commission who is equal to the senior officer at the center. The Provincial Offices are 

responsible for activities in each of the nine respective provinces. Each provincial 

office has a Provincial Electoral Officer (PEO) and support staff. A province consists 

of a certain number of permanent staff and other contracted staff varies from one to 

next depending upon the geographical territory, number of voters, municipals and 

voting districts. The provincial offices oversee the municipal electoral officers in their 

respective provinces and also manage electoral projects, including elections. The 

names of PEOs are: Eastern Cape, Free State, Gauteng, Kwazulu-Natal, Limpopo, 

Mpumalanga, North West Province, Northern Cape and Western Cape. The major 

functions of PEOs are as follow: 

a) Outreach: Communication and civic education 

b) Stakeholder management 

c) Political liaison 

d) MEO management 

e) Delimitation co-ordination 

f) Voter registration 
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g) Logistics, voting stations and infrastructure 

h) HR and electoral staff recruitment and training 

i) Voting day operations and results 

j) Finance and administration 

IEC Provincial Structure  
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Local Level 

To support the day-to-day management of electoral matters, election related projects 

and provide a service to public, the Commission has established local offices in 237 

municipalities. In every municipal area, a Municipal  Electoral Officer (MEO) is 

appointed by the IEC to organize voting stations, staff employment, voter registration, 

party and candidate registration, and Election Day voting and counting. In some 

metropolitan areas and big towns, the MEO will work from the IEC's provincial 

office. In most areas, the MEO is the Chief Executive Officer of the local council and 

will work from existing council offices. There are about 7 staff in each local office. In 

the large metropolitan municipalities, additional sub-area offices have been set up to 

provide effective coverage and service. The MEO will employ the following: 

Å Registration officers for voter registration days in each voting district  

Å Election officers for Election Day in each voting station  

 

1.5 Finance and Auditing  

The programme and budget for the Commission and its offices are prepared by the 

National Office. The expenditure in connection with the exercise of the Commission's 

powers and the performance of its duties and functions are defrayed out of money 

approved by Parliament for that purpose or received by the Commission from any 

other source. The Commission prepares budget for the necessary resources or 

additional resources to enable it to exercise its powers and perform its duties and 

functions effectively. The records are audited by the Auditor-General as per the 

Auditor-General Act, 1995. 

 

1.6 Reports by Commission 

The Commission as soon as possible after the end of each financial year submits an 

audited report of all money received from other sources as well as the audited 

statement on income and expenditure and a report in regard to the functions, activities 

and affairs of the Commission in respect of such financial year to the National 

Assembly. The Commission presents the President with such information and 

particulars as he or she may require in connection with the activities of the 

Commission. The Commission as soon as possible after the end of an election 

publishes a report thereon. The Commission, if it deems necessary, publishes a report 

on the likelihood or otherwise that it will be able to ensure that any pending election 

will be free and fair. 

 

1.7 Proclamation of Elections  

The President of the Republic of South Africa is responsible for the proclamation of 

the national electionôs date in consultation with the Electoral Commission. Premiers or 
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acting premiers of a province are responsible for the proclamation of the provincial 

election dates. Since national and provincial elections are held simultaneously, the 

President and Premiers agree to proclaim on the same date. For local government 

elections, the proclamation is the responsibility of the Minister of Co-operative 

Governance and Traditional Affairs (COGTA).  

The votersô roll closes on proclamation day, setting in motion a series of election 

activities that need to be completed by specific dates and times in accordance with the 

election timetable. The election timetable spells out the important milestones that need 

to be achieved and most importantly, indicates the timelines for these milestones. 

1.8 Legal Framework 

There are a number of Acts and Regulations that are relevant to the Electoral 

Commission, such as the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, the Electoral 

Commission Act, the Electoral Act and the Local Government: Municipal Electoral 

Act. In addition to these Acts there are also regulations that provide guidelines on the 

execution of the Electoral Commissionôs mandate and functions. The lists of acts and 

regulations that guide the functions and activities of the Commission are as follow: 

a) Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996 

b) Electoral Commission Act, 1996 

c) Electoral Act, 1998 

d) Local Government: Municipal Electoral Act, 2000 

e) Voter Registration Regulations, 1998 

f) Regulations on the Accreditation of Voter Education Providers, 1998 

g) Regulations on Party Liaison Committees, 1998 

h) Regulations on the Accreditation of Observers, 1999 

i) Election Regulations, 2004 

j) Regulations for the Registration of Political Parties, 2004 

k) Regulations Concerning the Submission of Lists of Candidates, 2004 

l) Regulations Relating to Activities Permissible Outside Voting Stations on 

Voting Day, 2008 
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2. Election Management  

2.1 Election Period, Candidacy and Delimitation 

2.1.1Election Period 

The election period starts when the President officially publishes the election date in 

the Government Gazette, which proclaims the election date. The election period will 

end at the end of the day after the election results are announced, which must be 

announced within seven days of Election Day. Generally, election period is of 90 

days. 

 

2.1.2 Candidacy and Seat Allocation 

Candidate nomination is administered by national office of IEC in NPEs, and at 

municipal offices in LGEs. Nomination occurs according to dates in election 

timetable. Being National and Provincial election on PR system, the number of names 

submitted by a political party for the national assembly cannot exceed 400 & may 

consist of: both a national (200) and regional lists (200), or a list for each region of 

participation. There are no independent candidates in NPEs that are allowed in LGEs. 

Provincial legislature seat numbers are determined by number of people in provinces 

ahead of elections. 

 

2.1.3 Voting Districts Delimitation  

Delimitation is the process of drawing boundaries of voting districts (VDs). A cluster 

of VDs makes up a ward and a cluster of wards makes up a municipality. Each VD is 

assigned a voting station. Delimitation could therefore be described as the redrawing 

of VD boundaries in order to ensure that the population is equitably spread across 

voting districts to ensure ease of administration of electoral processes and ease of 

access to voting stations by voters. Delimitation of voting districts considers a variety 

of factors, such as traditional boundaries, physical characteristics of the region 

(geophysical features), socio-political context, distance and the number of people 

registered in each VD. Such factors also have a bearing on the threshold of voters per 

voting district. 

The Municipal Demarcation Board (MDB) is responsible for the demarcation of outer 

municipal boundaries and ward boundaries. All voting district boundaries are 

geographically aligned to ward boundaries. Each voting district (VD) is assigned a 

voting station. 

The Electoral Commission divides wards into administrative geographic units called 

voting districts (VDs). This process of delimitation is undertaken to assist in the 

compilation and maintenance of the national votersô roll. Delimitation also assists with 

elections planning so as to enable staff efficiency and materials procurement. Each 
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VD has one voting station. Voters who reside within a VD are required to apply for 

registration to vote at the voting station servicing their VD. 

Province 

A geographical area that is comprised of several municipalities and is governed by a 

provincial executive council led by a Premier, which is elected on a proportional 

representation basis (party lists). 

 

Municipality  

A municipality is a geographic area governed by a municipal council which consists 

of representative councilors. There are three categories of municipalities, namely: 

 

Metropolitan  

It refers to the municipality that has an exclusive municipal executive and legislative 

authority in its area. It consists of ward and proportional representation councilors. 

 

Local Council 

A municipality that shares municipal executive and legislative authority in its area 

with District council municipality within whose area it falls. It consists of ward and 

proportional representation councilors. 

 

District Council  

It consists of a municipality that has a municipal executive and legislative authority in 

an area that includes more than one municipality. It includes proportionally 

represented councilors and local council representation councilors. 

 

Ward  

Geographic area comprises of one or more voting districts. Ward candidates compete 

to represent voters living in wards on municipal councils. 

Boundary Hierarchy 

 

'We can change the world and make it a better place. It is in your hands to 

make a difference.' -Nelson Mandela. 

Provinces

9 

Municipalities

237 

Wards

4,392 

Voting districts

22,563 
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2.2 Electoral System 

A system used to manage the expression of choice exercised by voters in an 

understandable and effective way is called an electoral system. Different countries use 

various electoral systems and the two most common are Proportional Representation 

and First Past the Post / Majoritarian System. An electoral system as in the case of the 

South Africa, the National Assembly and Provincial Legislatures are elected on 

Proportional Representation System. And the Municipal Councils are elected on both 

FPTP and Proportional Representation Systems. There are periodic elections in South 

Africa and each election takes place in every 5 years.  

Proportional representation provides minority groups a measure of representation 

proportionate to their electoral support.  The First Past the Post electoral system is a 

system where one candidate receives more votes than others is declared the winner. 

The Proportional Representation (PR) system has been used in South Africa since the 

1994 democratic elections. This system embraces diversity as it encourages 

representation of minorities. South Africa uses a multi-member, two-tier 

compensatory, closed list PR system. This system results in parties receiving seat 

allocation in the national and provincial parliament or municipal council according to 

the number of votes that they receive during the election. The FPTP or Majoritarian 

system is a system in which a candidate who receives the highest number of votes 

wins the election (ñwinner takes allò). The system is used in South Africa when ward 

councilors are elected during local government elections (LGE).  

Political parties submit a list of candidates to the IEC for National Assembly and the 

Provincial Legislatures. Candidates are listed in their order of preference. On Election 

Day, voters vote for the political party of their choice, not individual candidates. After 

counting, political parties are allocated seats according to the percentage each party 

received in NPEs. 

    1.1 Municipal/ Local Elections 

Local Government Elections take place every five years and they use both the 

FPTP/Majoritarian system and the PR system. They involve different elections for 

structures such as ward, local councils, district councils and metropolitan councils.  
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2.3 Voter Registration, Electoral Roll and National ID card 

2.3.1 Voter Registration 

The registration of voters is an on-going process which can be done at the Municipal 

Electoral offices, every day from Monday to Friday, during office hours or; during 

publicized registration weekends by the Electoral Commission. The opening hours of 

the registration station is determined by the Commission. The Electoral Commission 

also conducts Targeted Communication and Registration (TCR) to advise voters 

whose voting district boundaries were affected by re-delimitation processes to ensure 

they re-register against a correct voting district. The Electoral Commission determines 

and announces the date for the registration weekend twice a year reaching to every 

voting district. Before 1994, there was no voter roll in South Africa and the voter roll 

was prepared for the first time in 1999 election for which 18.1 million voters have 

been registered. Continuous voter registration started since 1999 and up to now, 80 

percent of total eligible voters have been registered. 

 

2.3.1.1 Registration Process 

Voters submit the application form at first in respective MEOs and after the 

investigation; he/she is called to register the name in the electoral roll. Providing a 

false address in this instance is a criminal offence. The first national common votersô 

roll was prepared ahead of the national and provincial elections in 1999. All South 

African citizens 16 years of age and older (you can only vote from the age of 18) who 

are in possession of a green, bar coded ID book; a smart card ID; or who have a valid 

Temporary Identity Certificate (TIC) can register. The bar code feature on valid South 

African identity documents is a requirement that exists solely for the purpose of voter 

registration. During the registration process a scanning machine known as a ñZip-Zipò 

is used to create a unique voter profile for each person registering, linking the bar 

code/identity number of the person registering to vote with the bar code of the voting 

district. On completion of registration the Zip-Zip machine prints a bar code sticker 

receipt confirming the date, time and voting district where the person has registered. 

This process eliminates capturing errors and ensures consistent registration service 

across the country. 

Requirements to register: 

ï SA citizen  

ï Green bar-coded identity document or valid TIC (temporary identity 

certificate) or smart card ID  

ï 16 years and above age  

ï Apply to register in person (not by proxy or remotely) at a place determined by 

the Chief Electoral Officer 

ï Register in the voting district of the `ordinarily residentô  
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Every eligible voter has the right to register to vote, however Electoral 

Commission deserves an authority to refuse an application for registration. 

Once voter registration details are submitted, each individualôs name and status is 

retrieved from the National Population Register (NPR). For new applications or 

changes in registration, this can take up to seven working days to confirm. The votersô 

roll is based on the NPR in order to verify certain legal requirements for voting, 

including citizenship and age, and to prevent fraud. 

 

The general votersô roll is updated against the NPR on a monthly basis ï to take into 

account changes in individualsô names or surnames, and to ensure the removal of the 

names of deceased parties from the roll. The NPR data is received from the 

Department of Home Affairs through the State Information Technology Agency. The 

votersô roll has to be certified for each by-election, and the Auditor General audits the 

certification of the votersô roll on an annual basis. 

 

Once an individual is registered to vote and the registration has been approved, there 

is no need to register again unless the registered person changes home address and 

moves into a new voting district, or is affected by a change in voting district 

boundaries. 

Ways to Check your Registration Status 

ü Send an SMS with your ID number to 32810 (R1.00 per SMS) 

ü Check your voter registration details online at elections.org.za 

ü Call the Electoral Commissionôs call centre on 0800 11 8000 (+27 11 654 1000 

from outside South Africa) 

ü Check at your voting station during a registration weekend 

ü Check at your local Electoral Commission office during office hours 

ü Download the free Electoral Commission (IEC) South Africa mobile application 

for Apple iOS and Android 

Voters can check their registration status through 

¶ Electoral Commission WEBSITE http://www.elections.org.za  

¶ SMS ID number to 32810  

¶ Toll-free phone call from a landline to the call centre (0800 11 8000) - only 

available during specific periods announced by the Commission  

¶ Walk in (Electoral Commission MEO Office/Voting Station)  

¶ IEC Application on a smart phone 
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Registration Process 

 
Voters can apply to register or re-register to vote for a particular election until 

date when President proclaims date of elections ï this is when votersô roll closes 

for those elections which is technically termed as cutoff date. 

 

2.3.1.2 Mobile Registration 

Mobile stations are used during registration in some areas, for example where voters 

are scattered within the voting district to have one single permanent or temporary 

station. With mobile registration, the route, stopping points and hours of operation are 

identified well in advance in consultation with the Party Liaison Committee. This is 

done by the local IEC office. This information is announced to the public well before 

the registration days. This publicity is the responsibility of the local IEC office 

through the various local media channels. The mobile station must have the Electoral 

Commission identification clearly displayed. An Electoral Commission banner or 

posters are used for identifying the station.  

 

Every registered political party is allowed to observe the registration process. If more 

parties represented than the station can accommodate, rotation of agents is 

encouraged. Party agents must present to the Registration Supervisor an Authorization 

of a Political Party. Party agents cannot interfere in the registration process but must 

bring any irregularity to the attention of the Registration Supervisor. 
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2.3.1.3 Overseas Registration  

In anticipation of the promulgation of the Electoral Amendment Bill and the 

amendments to the regulations of the registration of voters, the Electoral Commission 

entered into overseas registration where the diplomatic missions of South Africa exist. 

The Electoral Commission developed a training manual on the registration and voting 

process and senior South African foreign mission officers acted as special registration 

officers. Up to now, 26703 South Africans living overseas have been successfully 

registered. 

 

2.3.1.4 Verification of Voter's Roll  

Voters must apply in person for registration in the voting district in which they are 

ordinarily resident. A voter is required to provide the physical address where he/she is 

ordinarily resident. In order to accept the application, at a specific voting station, the 

physical address provided must be located inside that specific VD. The applicant is 

asked to produce his or her green bar coded ID, Smart Identity Card or TIC. If the 

applicant has come to the wrong station to register, do not turn him or her away. The 

Registration Supervisor cannot refuse to register these applicants; but the supervisor 

must advise if he or she suspects that the address is doubtful. Upon inspection of the 

voterôs roll, if the voter finds that the personal details are incorrect, he or she must be 

advised to effect the necessary change at the Home Affairs Department. Voters are 

encouraged to check that their particulars are correct and that they appear on the right 

segment of the votersô roll before it closes for that election. They may also use the 

following: 

¶ Website: www.elections.org.za (Am I registered?) 

¶ SMS ID Number 32810 

¶ TOLL FREE NUMBER FROM A LANDLINE ON 0800 11 8000 ï (only 

available during specific periods announced by the Commission) 

If any voter wishes to be removed from the votersô roll, s/he can visit to the local 

Electoral Commission's office. Some voters unable to register at a voting station or at 

the municipal electoral office due to a disability / infirmity, local Electoral 

Commission's office can arrange for a home visit.  

Voters Roll Statistics 

Election Year  Total Votersô Roll  

1999  18.17 million  

2000  18.47 million  

2004  20.67 million  

2006  21.05 million  

2009  23.18 million  

2014  25.39 million  
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2.3.2. Electoral Roll 

The votersô roll is segmented into voting districts and it is alphabetically arranged 

according to surnames. Each voter's roll segment is divided into two sections, namely: 

1. Verified section - contains the names of all eligible voters who are qualified to 

vote; and includes a voters full names and ID number. 

2. Rejected section - consists of rejected voters (i.e. voters who are not allowed to 

vote) for one of the following reasons: 

a) under age (these are voters who have applied for registration at age 16, but 

cannot vote because they have not yet turned 18 on the date of the election) 

b) deceased persons; 

c) persons deleted from the population register; 

d) non South African citizens; 

e) new ID number issued with a different number to the old one; or 

f) if a voter has applied to be de-registered 

Sample Electoral Roll 

 

2.3.3. National ID card 

There is compulsory vital registration system in SA which is managed by Department of 

Home Affairs. Then, everybody is provided with bar-coded Green Id card. During the 

registration process a scanning machine known as a ñZip-Zipò is used to create a 

unique voter profile for each person registering, linking the bar code/identity number 

of the person registering to vote with the bar code of the voting district. On 

completion of registration the Zip-Zip machine prints a bar code sticker receipt 

confirming the date, time and voting district where the person has registered which is 

needed to vote. So, there is no separate issuance of voter's ID card. 
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2.4 Voting and Counting 

Voting occurs when voters cast their vote on designated days at specific voting 

stations or at home. Ordinary voting occurs on an election day. Special votes occur 2 

days prior to the official voting day. The operating hours for NPE from 07:00 to 21:00 

and municipal elections are from 07:00 to 19:00. However, the Commission may 

determine different voting hours in general or for specific wards. If such a 

determination is made, the relevant Presiding Officers are informed by the local office 

of the Electoral Commission. The operating hours for special voting at voting stations 

and home visits are from are same as of voting day. Overseas voters and prisoners can 

take part in national elections, not in provincial and local elections. 

 

2.4.1.1 Voting Districts 

For election purposes, the entire geographic area of South Africa is divided into voting 

districts. These districts are determined by the Delimitation Directorate with the 

assistance of the GIS electronic mapping system, managed by the IECôs GIS 

Directorate, which overlays population data and the votersô roll with geographic and 

other spatial information. Voting districts are shaped to ensure that voting stations are 

as accessible as possible for all voters. The law specifically requires that when the 

Commission determines the boundaries of a voting district it must take into account 

ñany factor within the proposed voting district that could affect the free, fair and 

orderly conduct of electionsò. These factors include the availability of a suitable venue 

for a voting station, the number and distribution of eligible voters and the accessibility 

of a voting station to voters. In certain high density voting districts, additional voting 

streams (or voting substations) are provided. The creation of voting districts has other 

important functions. The structure helps to minimize fraud ï preventing registered 

voters from voting more than once in an election by ensuring that a registered voterôs 

name appears only on the votersô roll for the station at which he or she is registered ï 

and makes the administration of elections more efficient. The Electoral Commissionôs 

voting districts do not have political significance. 

 

2.4.1.2 Voting Station  

A voting station is a facility or structure within a voting district where electoral 

activities take place, i.e. voting and counting. The Electoral Commission creates 

voting districts to efficiently administer the electoral processes. Each voting district 

has one voting station. There are different categories of voting stations, namely:  

Permanent voting stations ï permanent structures which are immovable that are 

used for voting, e.g. school, church, library, etc. However, private properties are also 

used for voting by paying minimum charge. 
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Temporary voting stations ï temporary structures that are used for voting in areas 

where there are no permanent structures. Usually these are in the form of tents that are 

erected in communities for voting purposes.  

Mobile voting stations ï stations that are moved from one area to the other within the 

voting district on voting day for voting purposes. Usually these stations are in the 

form of vehicles.  

Voting centres ï venues which are designed to handle a large number of voters that 

contain several separate spaces which are used as substations for voting and counting 

of votes. Voting centres can make use of either permanent or temporary structures. 

Urban voting districts (VDs) contain some 3000 registered voters & 7.5km to voting 

station. Rural VDs contain some 1200 registered voters & 12.5km to voting station 

and average of 1100 registered voters per VD. 96% of VDs are within distance 

threshold. There is no separate queue for male and female voters at the station.   

2.4.1.3 Voting Staff 

The numbers of staff that work at the voting station vary, depending on the number of 

voters registered in the voting district. It is the responsibility of the Presiding Officer 

and the Deputy Presiding Officer to train the entire team and get them ready for voting 

day. The staff and the tasks identified below refer only to the voting process. The 

same staff will act as counting staff during the counting process. On voting day, the 

Presiding Officer is the final authority at the voting station within the parameters of 

the law. This role carries with it a huge responsibility, therefore it is important to 

make legally guided decisions. However, the voting staff will be of the following: 

¶ Presiding Officer  

¶ Deputy Presiding Officer/s  

¶ Queue Walker  

¶ Door Controller  

¶ Votersô Roll Officer  

¶ Inker  

¶ Ballot Paper Issuer  

¶ Ballot Box Monitor/ Booth Controller  

The recruitment of electoral staff begins just over a year before each election, in line 

with the projected number of voting stations and associated human resource 

requirements. The majority of these officials are recruited from the public service 

especially the teachers, the private sector, and the unemployed. Electoral staff details 

are captured on a central Electoral Staff System, which enables the Commission to 

draw from existing database of well-trained election officials for future electoral 

events. Recruitment is done within a stringent framework of ensuring the impartiality 
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and independence of election officials. Electoral staff members are recruited from all 

sectors of the community, and care is taken to match appointments to the required 

skill levels of the various roles. At the same time, trainers are identified from within 

the Electoral Commissionôs permanent and fixed-term personnel. All trainers are sent 

on a skills program, after which they are able to pursue full accreditation as qualified 

trainers. 

 

The Electoral Commission reserves the right to terminate the contract of an electoral 

officer convicted of a serious criminal offence(s) or if the substantial recommendation 

for dismissal/replacement by the Party Liaison Committee (PLC) is accepted on merit. 

It will furthermore be incumbent upon each electoral officer to declare that she/he 

does not intend to stand as a candidate for the upcoming elections and has not been 

politically active for a political party or held political office. The reason for 


